Abstract-Current Speech-based dialog system undergo a practical problem; a speech recognizer is defective due to inevitable errors. Even in multimodal dialog systems, which have multiple input channels, errors in the speech recognition are a major problem because speech contains a large portion of user's intention. In this paper, we propose a re-ranking method to improve the performance of speech recognition in a multimodal dialog system. To re-rank the n-best speech recognition hypotheses, we use the multimodal understanding features that are orthogonal to the speech as well as the speech recognizer features. We demonstrate our method to smart home domain, and the results show that the multimodal understanding features are promising in overcoming many speech errors.
I. INTRODUCTION Multimodal dialog interfaces allow natural and effective human interaction with computers by providing multiple input and output channels. Compared to speech-only dialog systems, previous studies showed that multimodal dialog interfaces reduce task completion time and task error rates [1] .
So far, many spoken language applications have failed in practical domain due to the errors in speech recognition. Therefore, the error handling in the speech recognition has been the hot topic ever since dialog systems have been invented. Multimodal dialog system is no exception in this problem because speech contains a large portion of user's intention.
Previous works on improving the performance of speech recognizer include the use of visual components during speech recognition [2] and noisy channel model to correct the recognition errors [3] . Dupont and Luettin [2] extract facial features to read the movement of lip, and these visual features are used to select more accurate phonemes. This recognizing method is robust in noisy environment because it uses visual features that are independent of sound noise.
Additional information that has not been used by the recognizer was applied to re-rank the N-best hypotheses [4, 5] . Chotimongkol [4] used various features such as speech recognizer features, spoken language parser-based features and dialog manager-driven features as additional information for the re-ranking. But this work is for the speech-only conversational system.
Oviatt [6] used a mutual disambiguation method between speech input and pen gesture input to handle the recognition errors in multimodal interface. In this research, he proved that multimodal interface potentially can support better error handling than a unimodal-based one.
Inspired by these earlier researches, we propose a re-ranking method to improve the performance of speech recognition in a multimodal dialog system. In this system, we can use the information not only from speech-only conversational system (e.g., [4] ), but also from other input modalities. In this paper, we use additional information that has been extracted from pen gesture modality and apply it to re-rank the n-best hypotheses of speech recognizer.
II. POSMDS: POSTECH MULTIMODAL DIALOG SYSTEM
The POSTECH Multimodal Dialog System (POSMDS), which we are currently developing, can support users to interact with the intelligent application system by using multimodalities. In this paper, we use two modalities; speech and pen gesture. Fig. 1 shows the overall structure of POSMDS.
The POSMDS comprises of 4 modules: speech recognizer, multimodal understanding module, N-best hypotheses re-ranking module and dialog manager. We assume that users are interacting with speech and pen gesture together. First, the POSMDS recognizes an utterance from user's speech and x-y position on the screen from pen input. Then, spoken language understanding (SLU) module is to map the recognized words to semantic concepts while pen gesture interpreter is resolving the candidate referents. As a result of this understanding process, the meanings of each unimodal input are captured by the unimodal interpretation frame. Using these meanings and contextual information, multimodal integrator fills the frame which captures the overall meanings of the multimodal inputs. This integrated frame passes to dialog manager to respond to user's request and to generate system actions. To improve the performance of the TA1 -5 system, we add the N-best hypotheses re-ranking. Basically, the speech recognizer searches the best hypothesis given speech signal, but other hypotheses potentially include much information. Therefore, the N-best is an essential factor to improve the system's performance.
A. Speech Recognizer The Korean speech recognizer in POSMDS was developed based on Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) [7] . HTK is a well known large vocabulary, speaker independent continuous speech recognizer where the acoustic model is a shared-state hidden Markov model. We used a bi-gram language model to create a word lattice, and applied tri-gram language model to produce N-best hypotheses after creation of word lattice graph.
B. Multimodal Understanding Module
Multimodal understanding module interprets each unimodal inputs and integrates their meanings. It consists of three components -SLU, pen gesture interpreter and multimodal integrator. The pen gesture interpreter is a simple geometry-based gesture recognition and understanding module. SLU module transforms the recognized words to a dialog manager understandable frame. We employed the concept spotting SLU [8] , and implemented this module by applying a conditional random fields (CRF) model [9] . The result frame consists of speech act slot, a main goal slot, and several named-entity component slots for each input utterance. The speech act indicates the surface-level speech act per single utterance and main goal slot is assigned from one ofthe classes which classify the main application actions in a specific domain such as "turn on" or "turn off' in the smart home control domain. The tasks for filling the named-entity component slots, such as, room, door, light, are viewed as a sequence labeling task. The Fig. 2 shows an example of SLU for the smart home control domain.
C. Application Environment To evaluate the prototype of multimodal system, we developed a simulation GUI tool for the smart home control task. It is difficult to develop and evaluate a multimodal system for implementing the physical functions, and it is too expensive to modify the system. However, we believe that our GUI simulator can reduce the cost of development for multimodal system. By using a graphic simulator, users can test the system which can perform the functions related to the smart home control such as "turning on the light", "closing the curtain", "locking the door" and so on. POSMDS also simulated an intelligent robot that allows humans to order a robot to do some errands such as "moving the cup" and "cleaning the room." Fig. 3 shows a GUI simulator for the smart home control. [10] , the scores which indicate how the referring expression matches to the corresponding referent are extracted. An example in Fig. 4 demonstrates the usefulness of the multimodal reference resolution score. In Fig. 4(a) , utterance is well recognized, which leads to a correct mul- timodal reference resolution. In this case, each match score of the referring expression and the referent receives a relatively high value. But when the speech is recognized poorly (e.g., Fig. 4(b) , (c)), the reference resolution score becomes lower compared to the case in Fig. 4(a) . In Fig.  4 (b), 'this bathroom' is recognized as 'this bad noon', and the system determines that the word 'this bad noon' cannot be the referring expression. Hence, the second pen gesture is matched with the first referring expression 'this room' -but it is not a proper match. Fig. 4(c) shows the result when the system nevertheless determines that 'this bad noon' is a referring expression, and the second pen gesture is matched with it. Both cases ofFig. 4(b) and Fig.  4 (c) have a lower matching score because there is a large temporal gap (or temporal index as used in [10] between the referring expression and the pen gesture (as in Fig.  4(b) ) or there is low likelihood ofreferring expression and the referent (as in Fig. 4(c) ).
D. N-best Hypothesis Re-ranking Model Each of the individual features described in the previous section can be used to improve the performance of a speech recognizer. However, we can achieve more improvement by combining these feature scores with a statistical model. We use a multiple linear regression model to combine the feature scores.
The dependent variable(Y) of this model indicates the result score that we want to predict (e.g., WER of hypotheses). And the predictor variables (Xi) are the feature scores that have already been explained. The linear regression finds the proper weight (w) of each feature score using the method of least squares. We use the linear scaling method as a normalizing method to represent the dependent variable and predictor variables without magnitude differences. To evaluate the re-ranking performance, we collected 617 multimodal user inputs in smart home control domain. Users interacted with multimodal interface by using both speech and pen gestures. All data have speech input and 118 ofthem contain both speech and pen gestures. The data consist of 3135 words and each utterance has an average of 5.08 words. 396 vocabularies appear in data, which are trained by the speech recognizer to make the language model.
We trained the re-ranking model by using different set of features incrementally. We first experimented with the re-ranking model that is trained with speech recognizer features only, and then we added the SLU features. Finally, we used all of the features including and multimodal reference resolution features.
We used various sizes of N to limit the number of candidate hypotheses for re-ranking. We used 5, 10, 25, 50 and 75 ofhighly ranked candidates to train the re-ranking model. Moreover, we divided 617 user's inputs into 10 different sets, and evaluated the WER (word error rate) and CER (concept error rate) with 10-fold cross validation.
The WER of baseline system which uses the first ranked hypothesis of speech recognizer is 17.74 00. Fig.5 shows the performance improvement using three different features incrementally compared to the baseline speech recognizer performance. We achieved 1.410% of improvement which is 7.950/ of relative improvement, on WER by using the final model that used all three types of features. This final model has significantly smaller WER compared to the baseline model (p < 0.001). Fig. 5 In Fig. 5 , we achieved a relatively smaller improvement on WER when we added the multimodal reference resolution features, which is due to the statistics ofthe used corpus. We can use the multimodal reference resolution information to re-rank only the case in which the pen gesture is actually accompanied with a speech, where only 118 inputs are applied among total 617 multimodal inputs in our experiments. Table 1 shows the improvement in concept error rate (CER) when the re-ranking model records the best performance in WER (N=25). We achieved 1.69% of improvement on CER, and 10.66% of relative error reduction when we used all of the available features. The Final model recorded significantly smaller CER compared to the baseline model (p < 0.01). This demonstrates that our approach can help overcome many meaning related speech errors, especially for the speech inputs which contain most of the user's intention.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We described an N-best hypothesis re-ranking method using semantic (SLU) and reference (multimodal) features as well as conventional speech recognizer features for a multimodal dialog system. Our experiments indicate that the SLU features and multimodal reference resolution features are all useful in improving the performance of the speech recognition. Furthermore, this approach reduces the system's misunderstanding (CER) of the user's speech as well. As a result of the experiment, we confirmed that the information from other modality can successfully provide the clues on improving the speech recognition. VI 
